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N last nmonth's MAGAZINE certain
optical facts were impressed upon

the mind by an experiment there given.
Referring, if necessary, to the experi-
ment as there described, the reader
will readily understand what follows
immediately.

When rays approximately parallel
rneet a 3 -inch lens they are brouglit to
focus at or just within 3 inches. If the
receiving screen be brought to say 24
inches, the bright spot is less concen-
trated. If, by some rnechanisn, we
could so change the form (and so the
power) of the lens sufficiently, we could
still focus on the screen at the 2
inches. If, however, the rays be not

quite parallel, but corne from a lumin-
ous point a foot or two in front of the
lens, the focus, even with a 23/ inch
lens, will not be on the screen, but at
a point sonewhat behind it, as ,he rays
received by the lens are now diverging.
We can still have the focus on the
scrcen by either again changing the
forn of the lens to 2Y2, 23, as
needed; or, if changing the form of
the lens be out of the question, we can
do the saine by inserting a weak con-
vex lens before the one already there.

The analogue of all this is going on
in the oversighted or hypermetropik
eye. The depth of the normal eye
fron front to rear averages M, inch
outside measurement, or about - from
cornea to retina or inside measurenent.
The refracting crystalline lens and its
adjuncts are adàpted to such a distance.
But the oversighted eye is preternatu-
rally short, and so is less than -ry inch
the arnount which it lacks of being, -?u
being a measure of the amount of
shortsightedness. Now, the lens of
the eye can be so changed in form as
to bring parallel rays to a focus at a
distance less than -6, say yi inch, by


